How/why we use Sharepoint
When SBS first arrived on the scene, we, like most other technology businesses didn’t pay
any attention to Sharepoint. Ironically enough we were at that stage searching for a suitable CRM
system to implement inside our business. After doing some research we decided that we needed to
investigate this Sharepoint stuff and really from there haven’t looked back.
Initially, we used Sharepoint version 2 that comes native with SBS but the more we heard
about Sharepoint version 3 the more we knew that this was the product for us. So why Sharepoint?
First and foremost it is probably the most flexible yet easy to use software tool out there at the
moment. Even better, Windows Sharepoint Services is a free download from Microsoft and can be
installed on any Windows 2003 Server. This is very appealing because it means there is no battle
with customers as to the upfront software and licensing costs and secondly the product can be
installed on just about any modern Windows server.
What I’ll focus on here is how we have taken the Sharepoint product and tailored it to suit
our needs internally. Now, it is possible to install Sharepoint V3 on an SBS 2003 machine but for our
internal use we decided to install it on a separate Windows member Server. To allow even greater
flexibility we also opted to install it in a Virtual PC environment. Why? Using Virtual PC we are able
to run a number of machines on a single piece of hardware. It is also easy to “freeze” a virtual PC in a
running state if needed, as well provide simple migration to new and improved hardware. Clearly,
virtualization provides enormous benefits and we took this opportunity to dabble with this in a
production environment but that is another story. Some of the other advantages of running
Sharepoint V3 on a stand alone server is that it provides better redundancy and allows the use of the
email in and out features that are not available if Sharepoint is installed on a server running
Exchange.
With all that decided we ran up a dedicated, clean Sharepoint V3 server and attached it to
our network. Much like Excel, when you first work with Sharepoint you are presented with a blank
canvas, you need to build in the intelligence yourself. So the obvious first task was to create a list of
all our customer details. We started with the default options provided by Sharepoint but quickly
extended the list to include things like: what network configuration they had, what broadband
provider they used, what their service level was and so on.
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Now using the ability to create different views of the same data in Sharepoint we are able to
examine our customer information in a variety of forms very quickly. If we just need a phone
number we can view a summary, if we want to create a mail merge list, we simply pick that view and
export it to Excel, then do the mail merge. The flexibility to slice, dice and filter your data using views
is a very powerful feature of Sharepoint.
Now with our customer list created we wanted a way to track all our jobs. Like most service
businesses we make the bulk of our revenue by providing our skills to clients. If we don’t record our
work somewhere, typically it doesn’t get billed, which means we lose out on revenue. The area
where this failed to happen most often was phone support. Typically, a customer rings up, you solve
their problem but fail to record the details and then fail to bill them for the time. Using a Sharepoint
list we can now capture all that information. So we created a new list that included a lookup field to
the previous customer list we had created along with other data we needed captured like time
worked on job, date, who the work is assigned to and so on. We also added a comment field for
general text. So when an issue is created all the details are entered and the comment field is
completed. Unless the job is finished it remains as Active and using views again in Sharepoint, we
can easily see what work is current.
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Now each time the job is updated and additional comments are added they are automatically time
stamped by Sharepoint so we have a full history of the work carried out. I can’t begin to tell you how
handy this is in tracking work that can take weeks to complete. A good example is when we send
equipment back for warranty repair. We again enter all the details into Sharepoint and are able to
keep track of exactly what is happening at any point in time. Even better we have a full history and
thus, if we need to reactivate the job, we simply change the status from Closed to Active.
Now this is all well and good and helps us track the information (which saves us money) but
how does it make us money? At the end of each month we have a developed another view in
Sharepoint that shows all the jobs that haven’t been billed, which we have sorted by customer. It is
now a simple matter of summarizing all the information into a single invoice which we send the
customer to cover the work that typically before went unbilled. If the customer has a query about
any work performed during the month we simply call up Sharepoint and provide them with the
detail. Quick and easy, more revenue less hassle.
Now probably the other critical use of Sharepoint for us internally is the implementation of
three Knowledge Bases. The first is a general technology knowledge base, the second one a
customer specific knowledge base and the third is a business knowledge base. Into the general
knowledge base we pour all the technical information we locate, things like build numbers,
configuring software, how to’s and so. All our knowledge bases are created using Sharepoint Wikis
which means they support rich text and hyperlinks. How many times have you found a web site that
solves a problem but then been unable to locate where you saved it? No more with Sharepoint. Now
the Customer Knowledge base contains specific information relative to clients,
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for example unique applications they have installed, how “custom” things are done with the client
and so on. That way, the information is documented and saved for all staff but yet not mixed up with
the general technical information. Why is this? Let’s suppose that one day we wanted to sell our
technical knowledge base or provide it for a fee to other consultants, we can do that because all the
client specific information is held in a separate area. The final knowledge base details information
about our business. Think of all that business information that is sloshing around inside your head
that never gets documented? As the E-Myth says, you need to record all your procedures and
processes and Sharepoint makes it simple. For example our Business Knowledge base contains
things like how to order from different suppliers, how to make banking transfers, and even where
the post office box is located. It may seem trivial but if you ever want to get away from doing the
mundane business work you need to document it so you can hand it off. With Sharepoint Wikis we
can do this in a rich editable environment.
Some of the other things that we use Sharepoint for include: tracking customer hardware
and software purchases, price lists of consumable products for printers, tape drives etc, tracking and
following up on quotes, etc. We are finding more and more uses of the technology everyday but do
you want to know the REAL power of Sharepoint? As you appreciate, having all the information in
the world is useless unless you can find what you are looking for quickly. Everything I have talked
about and have put into Sharepoint is TOTALLY searchable. Want to find something about a
customer? Do a Sharepoint search. Want to find a solution to a technical problem? Do a Sharepoint
search? Need to know how to find the PO Box? Do a Sharepoint search. So, Sharepoint is not only a
way to save your business information it is also a way to locate your business information. Maybe if
Sharepoint was sold along these lines rather than using the standard “collaboration” style catch
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phrases there’d be more people using it! There is just so much to this product and only so much
space we can take so let us know if you want to hear more about what is possible.
In conclusion, all I can say is that our business would now be lost without Sharepoint. The
great thing is that we know there is so much more that we can do (eg Workflows, custom web parts,
etc). My advice is that you should be seriously looking a Sharepoint not only for your customers but
also to improve your own businesses intelligence. The value of most businesses like ours is the
information it accumulates overtime and Sharepoint makes it so easy to capture all this in a single
place. I have little doubt that the value of our business has increased because we now retain
information that before was never recorded. In my opinion you can’t sell Sharepoint unless you
actually use it, so get to it! If not for your clients then for your own business.
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